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The relevant set of symmetry operations on the Potts spins, 

taking q possible values, is not the whole permutation group of q 

objects but the q dimensional cyclic group (see paragraph preceding 

eq. 3.4) which is abelian, and which has the desired property that 

all elements are traceless except for the identity, in a q-dimensional 

matrix representation (see paragraph following eq. 3.8). 

One should stress that the simplest gauge invariant object 

that can be constructed from the gauge variables uv (r,r’) is the 

plaquette function II, ¥, or the matrix product of the gauge 

variables taken around a plaquette. The trace of this object (or the 

quantity ¢,, eq. 3.11) is only one of the q-1 independent scalar 

quantities that can be constructed from Il, y¥. The partition 

function, however, will depend upon all such gauge invariant 
quantities. 

Define the vector 

a 

{= (1 > Il ;) a 

aie B,y Bsyta-l a Y) py a, Py, y=l,..q. 

Note that the first element is just 1/q times the trace itself, and 

> fi, =1. In specifying the frustration configuration, one may 

now specify each of these vectors, as, say, taking the values bp ; 
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Thus, in eq. (3.14) bp should be substituted for the scalar ¢, that 

appears there. Similiarly, eq. (8.17) should read, 

Zigdp$}=Qm % IWS (dp, fo) eXPLK S Yoo (ror’)] 
tut p (r,r’) 

The Kroenecker delta 8 cor f, ) can be expressed conve- 

niently as 

8 (bp >» fy) = oh f, 

and, up to an infinite constant factor, as 

lim exp [K, ¢} f,] 
K,> oe) 

giving, in place of eq. (3.19), (3.20), 

Zigpp=Qy lim & exp[K & po (r er’) +K,& $f fp] 
K,> > 1yt ry’ 

The Duality Transformation given in the Appendix is correct 

for the unfrustrated case (setting all ¢, = 1 in the notation used 
there). The generalization to the frustrated case, however, does 

not follow along the same lines as the Ising model. In particular, 

the statement that it can be accomplished by the replacement 

K,>-—K,/(q-—1) turns out to be incorrect in general. Instead 

of eq. (4.15) one should have, using the following parameteri- 

zation of 

a 

$5. Be, 4 st, 0... G1 and: -r,=4q—r,., 

that: i) in the case of one frustration at a plaquette p dual to 

the site i 

(q-1)"* <a 8,_ 1-1l>—e 
1 

Z {tp #0, all rg (4#p) =O}, x 

Ziallr=O} x x 
Pp 

  = lim 

K,-> [oe] 
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ii) in the case of two frustrations at plaquettes p, q dual to 

sites i, it 

(q-1)7 <(q 87,171) (q as 47 L) > he = 

lim [Z,, {tp#0,1ry=—rp,r,(S#P,4) =OF+(q—2)- 
K,>@ Pp 

Zen ite, tg#—ty.ta(S#P.G) = OF] /Zy,y fall = 07 

iii) in the case of three frustrations at p, q, s dual to i; j ,k 

fg=ly* << 5 (45, a et) SS 

p=i,j,k 

lim [(qa—2) Z,. dtpttrtr=0,7% (t#p,4,8) =0} 
K,> © p 

+(q-1) (Zyy {tp +rTy=9, 1, #0, 1, (t +P, G, 8) =0 ++ permutations) 
Pp 

+(q?—6q+6) (Z,, {rptryt+1,#0, rp tryst 0,1, #0, 1, (t#P, 4, §) 
p 

=0} +permutations)] / Z, , {allr=0} 
Pp 

The cases with more than three frustrations are even more 

complicated. One should be able to invert these equations for the 

partition functions, but this has not yet been accomplished. 
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